
Wells building solutions are the optimal choice for repairing or 
building safe, long-lasting roads, bridges and noise barrier walls. 
By partnering with Wells, your projects will be completed faster 
and more cost-effectively than ever before.

Working Together

We take great pride in our ability to closely partner with general 
contractors and state organizations to ensure the successful 
completion of infrastructure improvements. Our upfront 
collaborative approach allows us to navigate contracts and 
develop safe, solid solutions.

TRANSPORTATION AND 
INFRASTRUCTURE

“ Erecting precast through 
a North Dakota winter 
was without a doubt the 
right choice when weighed 
against other construction 
materials and the owner’s 
project timeline.”

 KEVIN KOPPANG, PM 
   COMSTOCK CONSTRUCTION, INC.

Minimizing Impact

Bridge and road rehabilitation and installation projects cause traffic disruption and safety concerns, 
while complete closures can adversely affect a local economy and add undue stress to residents. 
Because of our meticulous planning, and world-class production capabilities, we can reduce 
construction timetables from months down to weeks. Our pre-stressed bridge solutions can be 
assembled onsite, with pieces delivered as needed, providing engineers and their crews with the 
flexibility needed for challenging projects.
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The Wells Difference

Wells prefabricated products offer unmatched versatility for transportation projects ranging from 
complex bridges and overpasses to road paving, noise barrier walls and more. Every project is treated 
as an opportunity to work side-by-side to create something impressive. No matter the project, our 
durable precast components can be installed quickly, making Wells precast solutions a cost-effective 
and minimally disruptive infrastructure solution.

Building a Safer Tomorrow

Wells transportation building solutions are structurally sound, safe and cost effective and won’t 
require constant maintenance and observation. As the industry leading experts in prefabricated 
building solutions, we know our products will stand up to constantly shifting environmental 
conditions with heavy traffic. From virtual design to installation, we will work with you to create 
legendary structures that stand the test of time, and in turn build a safer tomorrow.

Maintain your infrastructure with Wells Sealants and Restoration services.  
Learn more at wellsconcrete.com/maintain. 


